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H

appy New Year and welcome
to my first column of 2015.
The IED finished 2014 on
a massive high. Following
success with the Privy Council, we have
been able to finalise the processes for
reviewing candidates for Chartered
Technological Product Designer (CTPD)
and invite the first test subjects to submit
their applications. These have now been
reviewed and I must say that the standard
has been excellent – and, when used as
benchmarks for future applications, will
greatly help in making CTPD a winner.
I am extremely pleased to announce that
Lyndon Buck of Buckinghamshire New
University and Caroline Simcock of Dyson
are the ﬁrst to be awarded CTPD. The
reviewing at a packed membership
committee meeting in November was
pretty robust and I can conﬁdently say that
this will be as rigorous a process as we
operate for CEng and CEnv.
The other submissions were also
strong. However, we have asked them to
make a few adjustments to assist with the
benchmarking exercise. With this
successful first step, we will be moving into
the full 'grandparent' process, enabling
existing members to apply. For details,
please contact Sue Sloan at HQ.
In other institution news, I am sorry to
announce that Alison Parker has now left
us, after many years of hard work, for a
post at the University of Bath and I'm sure
you'll join me in wishing her all the best.
As some of you will be aware, things
have been quiet on the Design
Ambassador front, due to a number of
factors, including a lack of suitable
candidates and an on-going budget review.
With the review now complete, we have
decided to take a different approach to
the role splitting it into two, with GYM
(Graduate and Young Members group)

taking over visits to academic
establishments, using alumni wherever
possible, and industrial visits and events
being supported by a cohort of DAs,
rather than a single person.
We hope this will be more flexible and
focus on the particular disciplines
appropriate to each visit. We will be
recruiting volunteers from the
membership on a regional and discipline
basis, providing training and materials, and
supporting them in organising events. If
anyone is interested in assisting, can they
please drop me a line.
There are more great articles in this
edition of the journal and I particularly like
Colin Ledsome’s exploring of some of the
wider issues associated with design. It is
also exciting to see how the journal has
been developing under Findlay Media, and
I am pleased to say they have established
the same open and collaborative
relationship we enjoyed in the past. I am
very keen, however, to get feedback from
my fellow members on what their feelings
are on the journal. We are in the process
of planning a re-design and would be
interested to have the members’ thoughts.
I hope you all enjoy this edition of the
journal. If you have anything to add on the
above or other subjects, please don’t
hesitate to drop me a line
(chairman@ied.org.uk).

Simon Benﬁeld CEng CEnv FIED, Chairman
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Students honoured

WINNING
WAYS

In our last issue, we featured the work of 10 UK students whose projects have won IED awards this year.
The remaining ﬁve winners, and their projects, are shown here. All of the projects submitted were
assessed by the IED’s Education and Training Committee

WASTE NOT….
The main focus of Andrew Thomson’s project was to ﬁnd a way to
utilise or reduce the amount of waste heat produced by industrial
furnaces. The design problem was complex, as there are many types
and sizes of furnaces. He concentrated his eﬀorts on designing for
box & bogie furnaces of varying size; this resulted in a product that
uses Thermo Electric Generators to convert waste heat escaping
from furnaces into electricity. “The scope of the project was
limited,” says Andrew. “As a result, I theoretically selected the
electrical components and made more of a focus on the frame.”

Three University of Strathclyde students triumphed in
the IED 2014 awards – from left: Andrew Thomson,
Shona Stewart and Andrew Leslie.
Here are some insights into their three projects:
Andrew Thomson MEng Product Design Engineering GradIED

Andrew Leslie
BEng(Hons)
Sports Engineering
GradIED.
Project: Adaptive
Snowboard Boot
Liner.
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ALL ABOARD!
Andrew Leslie, who was awarded First Class Hons in Sports
Engineering from the University of Strathclyde, secured a full-time
position within adidas footwear development following
graduation, where he is now continuing his professional
development, working towards full Chartership within the IED.
He is excited to be pursuing his career as a product design
engineer, “learning and growing within a successful and global
brand like adidas”, he says. About his project, he states:

Students honoured

HOT STUFF!

new role for Dominic in the authority’s new centre for Remote
Applications in Challenging Environments (RACE).
Martin O’Brien, sponsor of the MRF project, says: “One of the
key processes in MRF will be cutting small samples oD radioactive
specimens in a way that minimises dust production. Dominic’s device
is a major contribution to this and therefore of great importance to
the future success of MRF.”

Culham Apprentice
Graduate Dominic
Callaghan’s awardwinning project was to
design a prototype ‘Hot
Cell Cut-oD Machine’
for the UK Atomic
Energy Authority’s Materials Research Facility (MRF). This is a
machine that can be used to reduce sample sizes inside a hot cell. The
ultimate aim of the device is to reduce radioactive samples to a size
of 1mm x 1mm x 1mm, so that they can be prepared for analysis
using polishing equipment before being inspected.
Dominic’s prototype demonstrated the mechanical concepts of
the design; the next step before production is to make modiEcations
to the device, so that it is useable in a hot-cell. This work is currently
being carried out as part of the next development stage – work
begun by Dominic and now being continued by the MRF, following a

PUTTING THE BRAKE ON
ACCIDENTS
Shona Stewart’s Intensity
Brake System is a prototype
car safety product,
developed from the
Emergency Stop Signal
(ESS), which was first
introduced in 2009. This
new system provides
additional information to
the following driver, in
order to help to prevent
or reduce the severity of
rear end collisions.
The 5-stage brake light
displays a vehicle’s rate of
deceleration in a simple and
intuitive way, which has
been scientifically proven
to reduce the likeliness of
unintentional blindness,
helping to keep drivers and
their vehicles safe.

FINGER ON THE PULSE

U

Jamie Pinnell completed his
project while studying for
his BTEC level 4 HNC in
Mechanical Engineering, also
at Newbury College. He
was employed by the
Science and Technology
Facilities Council (STFC) at Rutherford Laboratory in Oxfordshire.
The project brief was to design, build and test a model pulse jet
engine, in order to create a working model. A valved pulse jet engine
was the initial step towards the design and manufacture of the
turbine jet engine we know today. The original pulse jet engine was
invented in the 1890s as a form of low-cost thrust. The Pulse engine
design will be self-igniting on a simple fuel source and mounted for
display purposes. The ignition and fuel system will be blended into
the aesthetics of the model. StaD at Newbury College and STFC
have been highly impressed with the design, building and testing
undertaken by Jamie. Since completing his apprenticeship and HNC,
he has taken up a new post, working in CERN.

Bournemouth University prize-giving

Shona Stewart Bsc(Hons) Product
Design Innovation GradIED.
Project: Braking Intensity
Warning System.

“As snowboarding progresses, so, too, have the athletes,
the terrain they choose to ride and with that their boots. An
increased uptake of freestyle snowboarding has led to the
need for a boot liner that offers increased ankle support
during high stress situations, while being comprised of a more
popular softer and flexible fit, both in store and when riding.
This new boot liner benefits from innovative use of flexible
polyurethane foam and an inner sock closure system to
achieve a boot that adapts to the user, reducing injury risk and
increasing overall performance and market appeal.”

Successful students at Bournemouth University (featured in our Nov-Dec
2014 issue, page 11), after receiving their awards from Eur Ing
Professor Simon Vaitkevicius CEng MIED (second from right), chair of
the IED Membership Committee and member of Council. From left,
Ross James – HushHex Active Noise Reducer – BSc(Hons) Design
Engineering; Dan Farmer – Universal Respirator – BA(Hons) Industrial
Design; and Ryan Chu, BSc(Hons) Product Design – Nightsafe Buoy Self-Powered Aid to Navigation.

Daniel Farmer project update
Finally, Dan Farmer has sent in the :nal
design for his Universal Respirator project:
a portable version of the salt cave (see last
issue). This is a complementary therapy
that claims to help control breathing
di;culties associated with pollution and
the stress of contemporary life.
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The many faces of Flow

Engineering doesn’t just involve physical matters: there are also management and organisational factors
that have to be considered, as Colin Ledsome CEng FIED explains

Engineering Theory

I

movement of parts through the
manufacturing system. It may include
aspects of installation and commissioning,
where appropriate, to prepare the product
for use. With the increasing emphasis on reuse, manufacturing is taking on a more cyclic
nature, with products, components and
materials returning to the manufacturing
stream after a life in service. It also includes
the design and long-term development of
the manufacturing processes themselves.

t has been said a number of times1
that there are only three physical
relationships a design engineer has to
consider: ﬂow of energy, ﬂow of
materials and ﬂow of information. With
some thought, you can expand on that by
considering what other relationships are
involved in engineering and design.
Engineering doesn’t just involve physical
matters: there are management and
organisational factors as well. I managed to
increase the list to ten:

FLOW OF EXPERIENCE

FLOW OF ENERGY

‘Flow’ implies some form of energising
mechanism, but here this speciFcally refers
to ﬂows such as heat, electricity and the
various forms of kinetic energy – and also
less apparent forms of energy, such as the
strain energy in a structure. Each form of
energy can be converted into other forms,
although the ineﬃciencies of conversion
usually generate heat, the most basic form
of energy.

FLOW OF MATERIAL

This ranges from ﬂuid ﬂow and the
dynamics of solids to transport systems in
all their forms. The prime consideration is
the movement of the material itself, not the
energy this might take or its information
content. Materials can exist in various forms
and may be mixed together or separated as
part of the ﬂow process.

FLOW OF INFORMATION

Information has a similar broad meaning,
from simple mechanical control instructions
to computing and broadcast systems. It is
the information content that is of interest
here, not the means of transmission. There
is also information content in the material
and form of physical systems, which may be
modiFed by use through wear, for example.
This information may be of use when
deciding how to recycle a product or
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component. These three represent the
fundamental physical relationships essential
to the technical function of a product. The
level of technical expertise needed to Fnd a
satisfactory solution varies considerably,
depending on the functional task to be
performed. It should be noted that they
also apply to the production processes.
Thus a functionally simple product may
beneFt from a complex manufacturing
technique, or vice versa, requiring diEerent
levels of expertise for each.

SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS

This is the conFguration and arrangement of
the physical components of a product, so
they Ft within the space available and can be
assembled and accessed as required. This
also has a fundamental eEect on the
appearance of the product and other
interfaces with its users, and the relationship
of the product to its environment.

FLOW OF MANUFACTURE

All of the activities, from material
processing and forming through to Fnal
assembly and Fnishing, Ft under this
heading, including the logistics of the

This covers personal experience and the
learning that comes from it, as well as the
vicarious experience we gain from initial
learning, case studies, accepted industrial
practice and the access to professional
contacts. With technologies evolving at
a faster pace, the need to maintain the
currency of expertise requires a careful
assessment of past experience before
applying it in new situations. The collective
experiences of the professions involved,
and the libraries and archives they maintain,
are also part of this.

FLOW OF FINANCE

The full range of Fnancial ﬂow includes
business investment, cash ﬂow and the
predictive activities of costing and
budgeting. It covers the changing monetary
value of physical components and products
during manufacture and use. All product
evolution must be set against a realistic
assessment of Fnancial viability, even where
other factors may be given higher priority.

FLOW OF PRODUCT
EVOLUTION

Products change over time, as revealed by
the historic development of engineering and
design, and the evolution of design methods
and the associated assessment and analytical
systems. They change due to market
pressures, evolution in competing products

The many faces of Flow

collectively. It includes drawings and
documentation, meetings and oral
presentations, and interactions with
customers via, for example, user manuals.
It also encompasses the originating
documents that set up a project and those
documents which may be archived when
the project is complete.
This list of 10 relationships formed part
of a paper that I presented at a conference
some years ago2, suggesting a diEerent way
of introducing design into engineering
courses. I wasn’t completely happy with it. I
had found a ‘ﬂow’ theme for nine items on
the list, but not for ‘spatial relationships’,
which somehow felt it ought to be a ﬂow of
some sort. It stayed niggling in the back of
my mind for a long time.
Then I had the breakthrough thought.
The conFguration of the product channels
the ﬂows of energy, material and
information. Spatial relationships weren’t
another ﬂow; they directed the way that the
physical ﬂows happened. The physical
realisation of the product is the goal of the
design and manufacturing process. This
implies that the functional segment of the
design task is to Fnd the conFguration
compromise that best channels the three
physical ﬂow relationships to perform the
required functions as eﬃciently as possible.
Those three ﬂows provide the
understanding and reasoning behind the
design work, but getting the conFguration
deFnition right is fundamental.

of Everything

OTHER FLOW CHANNELS

Photo: Charlie Milligan

and new expectations by the users. There
are also changes in the priorities of diEerent
product characteristics over time. Currently,
there is more general emphasis on safety,
eﬃciency and the whole-life reduction of
environmental impact.

FLOW OF AUTHORITY

This covers both the authority to act and
the responsibility for the results of those
actions, including decisions on quality

assurance and warrantee allocation. It is the
fundamental core of project management
and the key to professional practice. The
details may depend on the interpretation of
contracts or market requirements and the
outcome subject to scrutiny, if the resulting
product does not meet expectations.

FLOW OF COMMUNICATIONS
This covers all forms of communication
between people, both individually and

This seemed to be such a useful concept
that it raised another question: were there
other channel systems for the remaining six
ﬂows? A little thought split them into two
groups of three, each with identiFable
channel systems:
The conFguration of the organisation
channels the ﬂows of Fnance, authority and
communication. In this context, the
organisation could be a company, a system
of contractual obligations or even a
standard setting body, depending on who
controls the conFguration with rules and
procedures.
In an organisation, the ﬂow of Fnance is
partly measured by the accounting system
and the budgeting process, where monetary
balance is a key factor, just as in physical
ﬂows. However, the additional
considerations of the value of the materials
being processed, of the plant and
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The many faces of Flow

NEW INSIGHTS

This grouping of the relationships aEords
us some potential for new insights into
their nature.
Using the physical ﬂows as examples, we
can see that ﬂow involves a forcing factor
that gives impetus to the ﬂow. There is
some resistance to the ﬂow, a characteristic
of the channel system itself, as well as the
nature of the thing that ﬂows. There is also
the thing that is ﬂowing, which is conserved
throughout the process (everything comes

10

The Phillips
Economic
Computer –
used as a
teaching aid
by the
London
School of
Economics.

Spending money like water?
The use of the ‘ﬂow’ terminology might seem forced, but an example may help. Take
a good look at the Phillips Economic Computer, above, which is on display at the
Science Museum in London. It consists of a series of pipes, valves and reservoirs,
which crudely models the way money ﬂows around the UK economy.
By adjusting the valves, one can show the eﬀects of changing taxation, market
activity or bank interest rates. Bill Phillips produced 16 versions of this device in the
late 1940s. The one on display was used as a teaching aid by the London School of
Economics for some years. What it demonstrates here is that the ﬂow of water in
such a system is a close simulation of the ﬂow of ﬁnance in the economy. This clearly
shows that, if the logic of diﬀerent ﬂows is the same, then the ﬂows behave identically.
This is the basis of all theoretical modelling, by whatever means, and depends on the
similarity of the logic between theory and reality for the accuracy of their predictions.
See a demo at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVOhYROKeu4.

from somewhere and goes to somewhere).
Energy and material conservation is well
established. However, the concept that
information is conserved implies that not
only can information never be destroyed

(which agrees with theories in atomic
physics), but it can never be created! In
other words, the information patterns that
we perceive are not new information; our
perceptions are assembled into a coherent

Photo: Courtesy of the Science Museum

equipment involved, and other factors are
rarely covered in detail.
The ﬂow of authority to act, and the
consequent responsibilities for the results of
those actions, is apportioned throughout an
organisation, with diEerent levels of detail at
each level.
The ﬂow of communications within an
organisation, and between the organisation
and its customers, suppliers, regulators and
more, is a vital part of any engineering and
design project.
The conFguration of the available
expertise channels the ﬂows of experience,
product evolution and manufacture. This is
a less deFnable set of channels. It includes
the academic and research inﬂuences, via
initial education on technological advances,
as well as professional interactions via
meetings and conferences to exchange
new insights.
The expertise available to a project
depends on the knowledge and
understanding of the people involved. The
ﬂow of experience, both real and vicarious,
feeds into the project, along with any
relevant information from research and
interactions with their peers and colleagues.
The experience gained during the project
ﬂows on in their further work and that of
others who learn from it.
Knowledge of similar preceding products
feeds into the design thinking in concept and
detail, bringing a ﬂow of product evolution.
The result will inﬂuence later products by
those directly involved and by its inﬂuence
on the user environment.
The ﬂow of manufacture involves an
improved understanding of appropriate
materials and processes, allowing designers
to take advantage of them and enabling a
greater range of design freedom. New
products, which expand manufacturing
capabilities, provide further options for
future products.

The many faces of Flow

pattern from pre-existing information. Can
these concepts be carried over to the other
two groups to Fnd equivalent factors in each
ﬂow? We need to understand what the force
is that is driving the ﬂow; what factors are
resisting the ﬂow; and what is ﬂowing, yet is
conserved. At of now, this thinking must be
speculative and incomplete, but some
insights can be found. As with the physical
ﬂows, each may come in diEerent forms.

ORGANISATIONAL
RELATIONSHIPS

The organisational relationships are
probably more easily recognisable. One
ﬂow of Fnance is the ﬂow of money itself
within the organisation. It all comes from
somewhere: sales, share investment, loans;
and all goes somewhere, purchases, wages,
rents; and we know it balances exactly
because the accountant says so. Money
itself is conserved (this is not the same as
value). The resistance comes from the time
it takes to process transactions. The driving
force is more elusive. The answer may lie in
the nature of money itself as a way of
exchanging goods, services, and a willingness
to work for reward, yet avoiding the
inconvenience of the barter system. (Some
payments are still made in kind, which may
be given a nominal monetary value.) The
driving force is then our need, individually
or collectively (out of desire or perceived
necessity), to receive something we want in
exchange for something we can give.
The authority to act is the result of a
management decision to undertake a
particular project (in the broadest sense).
That authority provides the impetus for
work to be done, so it is the driving force.
I’m going to suggest that one thing that is
ﬂowing is people. Team members, with
diEerent capabilities, join at various points
and leave as their work is completed.
People (or perhaps the roles they occupy)
are conserved! The resistance comes not
just from the time it takes to do things, but
organisational and recruitment delays.
Communication ﬂow is not the same as
the information ﬂow discussed above, which
is inherent to the product itself not
between members of the organisation. The
ﬂow is complex being between layers of the
organisation, both up and down, peer to
peer messages, and with outside contacts
both formal and informal. To preserve
consistency with the earlier discussion,
I suggest that the information itself ﬂows

and is not created or destroyed, simply reconFgured. The impetus comes from a need
to inform or to know in order to carry out
the tasks in hand. The resistance comes
from the diHculty of passing information in
a form that means the same to both the
sender and the receiver.

EXPERTISE

The ﬂows within the expertise conFguration
are more diHcult to deFne, but worth the
eEort. The ﬂow of product evolution stems
from the history of the development of the
product type along with the associated
market experiences.
One constant that seems to ﬂow here is
the need the product meets. Within the
timescale of a project, that need is assumed
to remain the same. Its existence was the
reason for the design of the product and
remains as the reason people buy and use
the product afterwards. When it is realised
that the organisation can proFtably meet
that need, the project begins. As long as it is
thought a successful product will be the
outcome, the pressure to continue will
remain. The diHculties of Fnding solutions to
the design challenges, and the time it takes to
resolve them, provide the resistance to
completing the task.
Manufacture, in its broadest terms, has
its own history of the development of skills
and capabilities running in parallel with the
development of products. Sometimes new
manufacturing methods have made it
possible to produce products that
previously could not have been made.
(Additive manufacture is a current
example.) At other times, a new design has
set a manufacturing challenge that has
advanced our abilities. Manufacturing
expertise develops, whether a particular
product is made or not, but there is an
interaction that is not always properly
exploited. There is a ﬂow of material
through the various processes, pushed on
by the need to deliver the product.
Resistance comes from the time it takes for
processes to happen and the logistics of
transporting parts through the system.
Experience is the total knowledge and
understanding gained by the team members
from their prior work, any gained during the
project from the work being carried out and
that sought from exterior sources. Like
manufacturing, it has an independence from
any particular product and is part of the
collective experience of entire professions.

Exactly what is ﬂowing is diHcult to deFne.
(There may not be a word for it.) The
impetus to gain more knowledge and
understanding is inherent in human thinking
and may range from simple curiosity to a
need to know, in order to achieve some
desirable outcome.
Part of the resistance may come from
the reluctance to change, stemming from
the insecurities change implies.

QUESTIONS

All this is a powerful set of concepts that
needs careful consideration. It may give us
an interesting broad picture, but is it useful?
Is there a comprehensive theory of ﬂow,
perhaps not totally determinate by
equations, that would give insight into the
overall engineering design activity? Can the
ﬂow-related theories developed in one Feld
Fnd useful applications elsewhere? We
design the conFguration of the product to
direct the physical ﬂows. Should we be
considering the design of organisations or
the ways our expertise is made available to
direct the other ﬂows?

LEARNING ABOUT FLOW

Could this provide a new paradigm for
engineering courses, where students spend
a term or two studying the general Feld of
ﬂow theory, then carry out a series of
projects to apply it in a range of speciFc
areas covering the course focus? Are the
current course focuses, linked to historic
divisions in engineering, appropriate for the
‘cross-disciplinary’ nature of most current
projects? How does all this relate to
Product Design courses?

NEXT...

The train of thought trundles on, but is it
pioneering a new route or just exploring a
terminal branch line? Have I stretched an
analogy too far? Indeed, is this a practical
‘Engineering Theory of Everything’?
Let me know what you think at:
TalkingPoint@ied.org.uk
1 For example: Pahl, G. & Beitz, W. (Ed.
Wallace, K.) - ENGINEERING DESIGN,
The Design Council, 1984, (later editions –
Springer)
2 ‘An Exploration of the Limiting Factors on
Incorporating Design into Engineering
Curricula’, Colin Ledsome, SEED
Conference, 1987
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BEEAs

“I

had to start a company as I’m disabled,
I’m nearly blind,” said Peter Poon in an
impromptu acceptance speech at the
British Engineering Excellence Awards.
“I had to keep busy, to occupy my mind, so
I sketched out a system of how to design
gearboxes that will be right ﬁrst time.”
It is a design that is now deployed
around the world. He continued: “We have
people come for training from various
companies such as Porsche – people are
surprised why they come for training, but
I say it is because we do it better.”
The company Poon launched, Romax
Technology, is based in Nottingham and
was the 2014 winner of Consultancy of
the Year (sponsored by the IED), as well as
claiming the overall ‘best of the best’ Grand
Prix Award winner.
The company came, said Poon, “from a
humble beginning, with an engineer who
has a desire to improve things. With
everything around you, you can ask, ‘Can
you do it better?’ You will always ﬁnd a way
to do it better. I think that is deep in my
psyche, and in my blood, and I subscribe to
it any success I have had.”
Romax Technology’s success at the 2014

BEEAs is down to the leading position it
has established in the design of bearings
and gearboxes. It now has over 100
customers in the automotive industry and
is involved with 14 of the top 15
manufacturers.
Romax’s approach is something all
companies should embrace. It looks to
engineer a better world for its clients and
customers; it puts innovation at the heart
of everything it does; it looks for
continuous improvement; and believes it
can deliver value and build loyalty through
long-term partnerships.
In determining who would win the
Grand Prix, the judges concluded: “In order
to work with 14 of the world’s automotive
giants, you have to be pretty good. To have
tripled in size since 2009 shows true British
engineering excellence.”
Also in the Consultancy of the Year
category, the judges Highly Commended
the entry from Product Partners.
But who else was on this year’s roll of
honour? Here are some of the other
companies that were judged to be top of
the class in 2014 for British engineering
excellence:

Peter Poon,
co-founder of
Romax Technology,
as he accepted the
Grand Prix trophy
at the British
Engineering
Excellence Awards.
Tim Fryer and
Graham Pitcher
report

BEEAs: Nobody does
SMALL COMPANY OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by D Young & Co LLP
Lime Microsystems
Lime Microsystems specialises in ﬁeld
programmable RF transceivers for next
generation wireless broadband systems.
Lime launched the ﬁrst commercial chip in
2009. Until then, the solution either
required multiple devices or devices only
to be built for target markets with high
volumes.
Although a multinational later launched a
competitive product, Lime says it continues

to compete against this company by
producing a more conﬁgurable device
suitable for use by a broader customer base
and by promoting its use through an industry
movement.
Lime’s technology has been adopted by
more than 250 organisations for applications
ranging from consumer communications
equipment to software-deﬁned devices for
use by the emergency services.
The Judges said:
“A small company that has shown impressive
growth, as well as a good plan for achieving
more.”
START-UP OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by Cambridge Consultants
Aeguana Digital
Aeguana Digital was established in December
2012. The three energetic founders had
previously been involved in the vending
market and found it slow moving, with little
innovation and high costs. They set out to
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change things. The result is Digital Vend,
described as a machine that is cost eﬀective,
reliable and that provides real-time data to
the operator. A patented vend mechanism
allows it to be adjusted to ﬁt any small
product, while users can engage with it via
rich media digital ads.
Digital Vend collects real-time data and

BEEAs

gripper arms that would allow oIshore wind
turbine piles to be maintained in position
during installation. The arms needed to: aid
the installation of piles in up to 40m of water;
handle piles weighing up to 650 tonnes; and
also handle piles up to 65m long and 7m in
diameter.
To do so, Houlder assembled a 10-person
team to deliver the design through all key
milestones, from initial feasibility discussions
to detailed engineering, and all in less than 60
weeks – that’s 13,000 person hours.
Houlder’s project team designed the arms,
from initial front-end engineering design and
product speciﬁcation, through to detailed
engineering and fabrication.
The Judges said:
“A fantastic example of a huge, multidisciplinary project that meets a unique and
demanding engineering challenge.”
GREEN PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by National Instruments
LC Super Hybrid programme,
Controlled Power Technologies
Controlled Power Technologies has
addressed the need for greener automotive
technology and developed a solution that is

it better!
allows for content to be ‘pushed’ to it.
Amongst the innovations is the use of
a Raspberry Pi to ensure a low-cost, yet
powerful, solution.
The Judges said:
“They spotted an opportunity in an
apparently staid market, took action and
achieved a great deal in a very short time.”
DESIGN TEAM OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by techUK
Houlder
Houlder was charged by MPI OIshore with
the development and supply of a pair of

applicable to car, bus and also truck designs.
Its LC Super Hybrid programme is set to
bring what the company calls a ‘substantial
reduction’ in CO2 emissions for a price
premium of around £750.
The LC Super Hybrid approach combines
Valeo’s electric supercharger and CPT’s
integrated starter-generator technologies.
The result is said by CPT to enable aggressive
downsizing and down speeding of existing
engine families, delivering CO2 reduction and
fuel economy improvement.
The Judges said:
“A real world solution to one of the world’s
biggest environmental issues: how to make
clean electric motoring aIordable and
accessible.”

MATERIALS APPLICATION
OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by Engineering Materials magazine
Nylacast

The worm wheel is a safety-critical
component for any electric power steering
system. Nylacast’s worm wheel is made from
a combination of polymer and steel. The
steel inner hub provides dimensional stability
and strength, while the outer ring is made
from a custom-formulated grade of
copolymer 6.12 developed by Nylacast’s
R&D department.
This outer ring allows the gear to have self
lubrication properties when working
alongside a mated steel worm, ensuring it
runs smoothly. The polyamide is cast, rather
than extruded or injection moulded, allowing
a very accurate globoidal gear tooth proﬁle to
be speciﬁed.
Some 11m devices are deployed on 45
vehicle models around the world, with no
failures or defects having been reported at
the time of writing.
The Judges said:
“An impressive application of a polymer in a
mass market context, the challenges of which
required a very smart choice of materials.”
ELECTRONIC PRODUCT
OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by Digi-Key
CSRmesh, CSR
CSR has exploited its expertise in Bluetooth
to develop CSRmesh to enable ‘Internet of
Things’ applications for the home
environment. This wireless mesh technology
takes advantage of Bluetooth to allow a
system to be conﬁgured and controlled.
Bluetooth Smart-enabled devices, such as
sensors, lamps, doors and white goods, can
be linked together and controlled from, for
example, a mobile phone. CSR estimates the
market for such systems to be worth more
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YOUNG DESIGNER OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by RS Components
Joel Gibbard, Open Hand Project

than $300 billion by 2020. CSRmesh diIers
signiﬁcantly from other solutions, in that it
doesn’t entail a complex set-up process or
any kind of home gateway. It also allows
direct control from anywhere in a house.
The Judges said:
“A bold innovation that is making a serious
play for a vast and highly competitive
market.”
MECHANICAL PRODUCT
OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by Institution of Mechanical
Engineers
Hi-Traq subsea crawler, IHC

Joel Gibbard’s interest in robotics moved
him to want to portray the technology as
something to ‘revere, rather than fear’. In
his Jnal year project for his Honours
Degree in Robotics at the University of
Plymouth, he designed a low-cost prosthetic
hand, something that his professors said
would not be achievable in just two
semesters. However, he proved them
wrong, creating a fully functional prototype
that has already won three awards.
Gibbard, the man behind the Open
Hand Project, is creating Dextrus – which
is intended to replicate much of the
functionality of the human hand. Moreover,
to increase its value, he is creating Dextrus
as an open source project – meaning that all
the information needed to create one is on
the Open Hand Project’s website.
The Judges said:
“A highly motivated, dedicated young
engineer with multidisciplinary skills and an
impressive record of achievement already.”
Congratulations also must go to Matti
Coleman, whose entry was Highly
Commended by the judges.
DESIGN ENGINEER OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by Premier EDA Solutions
Mike Franklin, Crawley Creatures
Peter Greenhalgh, ARM

Hi-Traq provides the ability to ensure the safe
burial of inter-array cables for the oIshore
renewables industry through the use of an
innovative self-levelling system controlling
four independently driven undercarriage
tracks. Having analysed available trenching
technologies, IHC determined a dedicated
subsea crawler would be the best solution for
inter-array cable burial. A four-track crawler
system would provide better manoeuvrability
than two-track skid-steer vehicles, while its
patent-pending levelling system enables
vertical trenches to be cut while the device is
on slopes of up to 20°.
The Judges said:
“A world-ﬁrst turnkey project that met all
customer requirements in an extremely
challenging environment.”
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The judges could not decide which of two
outstanding candidates should take the
Award in this category – and so took the
unusual step of giving awards to both of the
contenders.
Mike Franklin from Crawley Creatures
summed up what the judges were looking
for – engineers who produced innovative
designs within strict commercial limits and
those who have also put something back into

Joel Gibbard

Mike Franklin

their profession. Each project at Crawley
Creatures requires a bespoke solution,
allowing Franklin to draw on his
electromechanical, software and mechatronic
knowledge.
He sees the objective clearly, and excels
in designing and manufacturing an end
product that not only meets the client’s
needs, but also exceeds this, in terms of cost,
eﬃciency, durability and sustainability.
The Judges said:
“Achieving deep innovation, using creativity,
originality and ingenuity – all while working
with limited resources and to extremely tight
deadlines.”
One of Britiain’s great electronics success
stories is ARM. Amongst the IP on its
portfolio are the big.LITTLE conJguration
and the ARM Cortex-A53, the company’s
Jrst 64bit processor.
The latest big.LITTLE software and
platforms can save 75% of CPU energy in
low to moderate demand applications,
while increasing performance by 40% for
more demanding workloads.
Meanwhile, the Cortex-A53 processor
has been designed to be a power-eﬃcient
device that is capable of supporting 32bit and
64bit code. Not only is this processor suited
for use in smartphones, it is also being
considered by a number of developers for
use in data centres. Both projects were led
by Greenhalgh, from the initial design stage
to veriJcation and implementation.
The Judges said:
“A leading creative force behind one of the
world’s – let alone the UK’s – great design
engineering success stories.”
This article is reprinted courtesy of Eureka
magazine.
Next issue, we will have more BEEA
winners. Meanwhile, the programme
for 2015 will be announced shortly,
with entry open from April.

Peter Greenhalgh

Speed record assault

BLOODHOUND:

FINAL COUNTDOWN

All systems go for BLOODHOUND’s high-speed campaign

T

he BLOODHOUND Project
has now entered the 12-month
countdown to its ﬁrst Land
Speed Record attempt – and
recently celebrated Jaguar joining the
programme as Innovation Partner by
staging a high-speed communications test
at Hakskeen Pan, South Africa.
An L39 jet aircraft Hew multiple passes
down BLOODHOUND’s specially
prepared desert track, synchronised with
the new All-Wheel-Drive (AWD) Jaguar FTYPE R Coupé driven by project director
Richard Noble, and a Jaguar XF saloon, at
closing speeds of up to 500mph (804km/h)
– 50% of the speed at which BLOODHOUND
SSC will ultimately travel.
The cars carried the same equipment
that will stream data, voice and imagery live
from the BLOODHOUND Supersonic Car
during test runs, and record attempts this
year and in 2016.

ULTIMATE GOAL

Crucially, the communications test saw
BLOODHOUND take an important step
towards fulﬁlling its ultimate goal: to inspire
a generation about science, technology and
engineering by sharing a unique engineering
adventure. To that end, data from over 300
sensors, plus three streams of 720p video,
will be transmitted live via single channel
from the jet and rocket-powered vehicle as
it blasts down the desert racetrack in its
assault on the 1,000 mph mark. By way of
comparison, a modern F1 car transmits 150
channels of data over a single radio channel
during a Grand Prix weekend.
For the test, custom-made Poynting
antennas with Sierra Wireless Air Prime
embedded LTE modems were mounted on
the Jaguar XF, replicating the kit, which will
be built in to BLOODHOUND’s tail Gn.
Simulated BLOODHOUND SSC data and
footage from four high-resolution Stemmer

Imaging cameras, equipped with unique BJR
lenses, was streamed live from the Jaguar
XF during the high-speed passes.
Driving in tandem was the All-WheelDrive Jaguar F-TYPE R Coupé, carrying the
latest digital VHF radio technology. This
equipment has been specially calibrated to
ensure clear voice communication from the
team to both driver Andy Green in the
supersonic car and Jaguar’s two rapid
response vehicles. The test ensured there
were no frequency clashes across the
spectra that the team will be utilising across
the 54m2 (142 km2) area of Hakskeen Pan.
This latest activity conGrmed that the
project’s entire radio infrastructure is now
in place, ready for the beginning of
BLOODHOUND’s high-speed campaign
this year. It was also testament to the
outstanding support and expertise of
BLOODHOUND’s partners in South Africa
and the UK.
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Urban sustainability

Newcastle University has
unveiled plans to invest
£50 million in a new
development to make the
city a world-leading example
of urban sustainability

B

ased in the heart of Newcastle,
the city’s university is aiming to
build a pioneering research centre
at Science City’s Science Central
site – the former home of Scottish and
Newcastle brewery – which aims to create
a new urban quarter for the city over the
next two decades.
A team of engineers, scientists and digital
researchers from the university will work
with the public to learn what they need to
improve their everyday lives, and then use
the feedback, together with information
about energy systems, environment and
mobility from hundreds of high-tech sensors
across the city, to compile data they hope
will make the city more sustainable and
eCcient. The plans integrate a number of
disciplines and strands that can be collated
together, so a city can be looked at in a
holistic way and urban sustainability
delivered in years to come.
Newcastle University has also teamed up
with Arms such as Northern Powergrid and
Northumbrian Water to deliver speciAc
aspects of their research. “We are working
with Northumbrian Water, for example, on
urban drainage systems and how to make
those sustainable and how to avoid Booding
in the city,” says Professor Phil Taylor,
Newcastle University’s director of the
Newcastle Institute for Research on
Sustainability. “We are working with
Northern Powergrid building a smart grid
on the site, which is an intelligent electrical
system that allows you to integrate electric
vehicles, heat pumps and renewable energy
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Urban
Becomes
in a low cost and eCcient way, and it helps
you keep the lights on the city.
“We are also building an open energy
storage test bed. We’ve got £2m from the
Government to build this on the site, and
make open to businesses that come and
work with us to crack those challenges. We
won £2m from the Department for Culture,
Media and Sports to build [a] Cloud
Computing Centre here, so it’s about
bringing those strands together and the
over-arching phrase is ‘digitally enabled
urban sustainability’.

SMART APPROACH

“It’s about the heavy engineering aspects,”
Taylor states, “but it’s also about the
environmental aspect, and all of that is
underpinned and enabled through data
collection, data visualisation and then

turning that into actionable information that
industries, councils, communities can use to
make the city a better more sustainable
place to live.”
The long-term plan is to link up with
other ‘smart cities’ across the globe that
are investing in urban sustainability projects,
so Newcastle can share best practice with
world-leading cities in this Aeld.
The Arst building on Science Central –
The Core –opened late last year (see panel
on next page). The ‘living lab’ will trial
technologies and systems, including an
urban observatory to monitor data such as
traCc Bow, extreme weather conditions
and air quality.
The plans also feature the £2m Cloud
Computing Centre to which Taylor refers.
This will integrate and analyse all the data,
so it can be turned into ‘actionable
Chris Brink, vice-chancellor of
Newcastle University: the Core is a
key milestone in building a smart,
sustainable city.

Urban sustainability

information’ that will help to make the city
a more sustainable place to live.
Professor Chris Brink, vice-chancellor of
Newcastle University, a key partner in the
delivery of Science Central, together with
Newcastle City Council hails the opening
of The Core as “a key milestone in the
vision that the partnership has for Science
Central to build a smart, sustainable city,

Dream
Reality
which links energy, transport and digital
infrastructure in an urban context. It also
demonstrates very vividly how Newcastle
University acts as an anchor institution in
the city”.
Paul Fallon, project manager at Creative
Space Management, adds: “The Core will
be at the heart of one of the most
innovative and inspiring city centre
developments in a generation.”

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

The university presence on Science Central
is part of its commitment to the Science
City partnership with Newcastle City
Council. Professor Taylor says the plans
have been in development for some time,
while researchers built a solid business case
to present to the university. “They could
see it was a good way for them to invest
Paul Fallon, Creative Space
Management: one of the most
innovative and inspiring city centre
developments in a generation.

strategic funds and that we would get great
returns through fantastic research
outcomes, collaborations with industries
and other partners on the site, including the
city council.”
The 108,000ft2 digital hub is expected
to be completed in 2017. As well as
housing the research teams, Newcastle
University’s Computing Sciences

department will also be moved into the
new building. The big idea behind Science
Central was to create a green science hub
that would attract high-tech businesses into
the city. One North East, the city council
and Newcastle University jointly acquired
the 24-acre former brewery site in 2006 to
bring forward £255m worth of investment
over the next two decades.

CORE THINKING

From left to right: Paul Watson - Newcastle University; Toby Hyam - director of Creative Space
Management; Fiona Standﬁeld - director of Science City; Nick Forbes – leader of Newcastle
City Council.
The Core – the £11.2m building funded
through the European Union Regional
Development Fund 2007-2013 (ERDF),
Regional Growth Fund and Newcastle City
Council – has been designed with urban
sustainability at its heart.
Features include a four-storey living
wall, bee hotels, planted sedum roofs,
rainwater harvesting and a series of
adjoining public squares, all of which
resulted in a recent sustainability
‘excellent’ award.
The nine-storey building provides
contemporary office space for firms
working on a range of future city
challenges, including energy, transport, big
data and cloud computing. The Newcastle
City Council-owned building is managed by
award-winning company, Creative Space
Management, whose director Toby Hyam
comments: “The crossover between
technology and the real challenges that
growing cities are facing is particularly
interesting to our clients and several see
the potential for partnership work, which
will create new markets and products.”

CITY REGENERATION
At opening, tenants included Urban
Foresight, a consultancy for urban
ecosystems, transport and energy
sectors, and Axivity, a firm that has
relocated from York and creates
movement sensors.
The building will also house nationally
significant academic and industry
research partnerships.
“I’m delighted that the landmark
building on Science Central is being opened
both on time and on budget, bringing to life
a brand new part of the city for the first
time in nearly two decades,” says Leader of
Newcastle City Council Nick Forbes. “The
Core is a prime example of how Newcastle
is developing as a city, and planning for the
future needs of the businesses that want to
locate here.
The building provides tenants with a
modern, sustainable working environment
which has helped to attract more and
better jobs to the North East as businesses
look to the region as a competitive and
skilled place to invest in.”
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Legal advice

Legally speaking:

Wright Hassall and the IED
Helping IED Members to keep on the ‘right side of the law’

Protecting your intellectual property
Rhys Jarman, Intellectual Property and Commercial Litigation Partner
The value of the intellectual property held
by your business should not go unnoticed
or be underestimated. Intellectual property
is usually the result of years of hard work
that may have been undertaken by you
personally or by the employees of your
business, and is often produced at great
cost and expense, in terms of time and
ﬁnancial commitment. Consequently, the
results of such work should be identiﬁed,
protected and exploited as fully as possible.
Your intellectual property is capable of
conferring a huge beneﬁt on your business
by providing:
• Advantage and competitive edge over
your competitors
• Protection of your business’s brand and
image, as well as of its other assets, such as
inventions and know-how, designs and
published works
• Enhancement of the value of your assets
• Income for your business by the
exploitation and licensing of your
intellectual property.
However, in order to take advantage of
these beneﬁts, it is essential that you ﬁrst
recognise what intellectual property your
business may have and ensure that it is
properly protected. It is the purpose of this
article to brieﬂy highlight the diﬀerent types
of major intellectual property that may be
relevant and the advantages proper
protection may aﬀord your business.

Trade marks

Trade marks have existed in various forms
for over 5,000 years, the ﬁrst known
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example being that of a stamp on pottery.
Such marks have proved a very eﬀective
and straightforward method of indicating
and communicating to the general public
the source and origin of goods or services,
and provide reassurance about the quality
and reliability of such goods or services.
This is crucial to building and maintaining a
reputable brand and image for your
business.
Trade marks may be registered or
unregistered. In the UK, trade mark
registration is not compulsory and it is for
the proprietor to recognise the value of a
trade mark and apply for registration, if it
meets the relevant criteria. The proprietor
of an unregistered trade mark is
automatically at a legal disadvantage, if it
does not register the mark, as, in order to
sue for infringement of an unregistered
mark, a party must rely on the common
law remedy of ‘passing oﬀ ’. Passing oﬀ may
be exceptionally diﬃcult and costly to
prove, as there are signiﬁcant evidentiary
issues that must be addressed and
overcome, in order to be successful.

Alternatively, a registered trade mark
provides a monopoly right to use the mark
for at least 10 years, and aﬀords automatic
protection for any infringement and places
no such onerous or unduly expensive
evidentiary burden upon a party wishing to
sue for infringement.
Therefore, a registered trade mark is a
valuable asset in any intellectual property
portfolio, as it confers on the proprietor:
A statutory right to the exclusive use of
the trade mark in connection with the
goods or services for which it is registered
The ability to license the mark for use by
others, thereby generating an income from
such use
The right to sue for infringement of the
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invention represents an inventive step and
has potential industrial application.

Registered design rights

mark, if a business or competitor uses an
identical or similar mark in connection with
similar goods or services.

Copyright

Copyright affords protection to a wide
range of original works, which include:
• Original literary, dramatic, musical or
artistic works
• Sound recordings, films broadcasts or
cable programmes
• The typographical arrangement of
published editions.
The above examples are extremely
wide and offer protection for works such
as manuals, documentation, photographs,
databases and images. Copyright is also
exceptionally important in some areas in
affording protection to works that may not
be covered by other forms of intellectual
property protection. This includes the
source codes for software, as well as the
contents of websites and any material that
may be downloaded or uploaded from the
internet. Therefore, it is clear that your
copyright works may be subject to use and
copying without your knowledge and such

use will be without the financial benefits
that should rightly accrue to your business.
It is important that your business owns
the copyright to any work it produces. This
should be automatic, if, for example,
computer source code has been written by
your employees. But questions of
ownership are not always clear cut. The
issue of copyright ownership can be a
complicated matter and it can never be
too early to seek advice, as works
protected by copyright can be of
surprisingly great value – but it is often
overlooked.

Patents

Patents are perhaps the most familiar form
of protection many people first consider
when they think of intellectual property.
Patents are a way of protecting inventions,
inclusive of compositions, as well as how
things operate or come together
technically. They may also protect such
things as chemical processes. Patent
registration ensures a very high level of
protection by securing for the proprietor a
monopoly over the invention for 20 years,
thereby prohibiting others from using the
invention without the proprietor’s
permission. Patent exploitation and
licensing may generate significant income
on a royalty stream basis and other one-off
licence fees. Such income may endure for
the life of the patent. However, there are a
series of criteria that must be met before
an invention can be patented. Crucially, the
invention must not be disclosed to any
third party prior to applying for a patent
and the correct legal advice must be
sought at a very early stage in order to
ensure that ‘novelty’ is preserved. To
obtain patent protection, it is also
necessary to demonstrate that the

Registered design rights serve to protect
the appearance of otherwise functional
articles and can confer protection on threedimensional designs where the product
results from the features of the shapes,
lines, colours, contours, materials or
texture of a particular item. Protection also
extends to two-dimensional designs,
including character images, logos and textile
and other surface patterns. Above all, to be
eligible for registration, a design must be
new and have individual character. It should
not have been previously disclosed, unless
disclosure took place within a grace period
of 12 months.
The process of registering a design is
relatively inexpensive and straightforward,
compared to some other forms of
intellectual property protection.
Registration may provide a 25-year
monopoly and allows the proprietor to sue
for infringement even where a defendant
did not copy the design.
It is never too early to review your
intellectual property! Businesses might wish
to contact us as soon as possible, so that
we can audit the intellectual property rights
it has, and advise on the acquisition and
exploitation of further rights it might
acquire.

About the author
Rhys Jarman specialises in the
protection and enforcement of
intellectual property rights and
technology disputes. He also has
extensive experience in dealing with
commercial contract disputes,
particularly those involving intellectual
property rights.
rhys.jarman@wrighthassall.co.uk
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PANORAMIC
Neil Tocher, co-founder and chief technical oﬃcer, NCTech,
discusses the design and engineering impact behind the groundbreaking technology of 360 degree panoramic image capture

N

CTech is a pioneering
immersive imaging company,
based in Edinburgh, founded
in 2010 by Neil Tocher and
his business partner Cameron Ure. They
launched their ﬁrst product, the iSTAR,
a fully automatic instant 360º panoramic
camera, in the spring of 2012.
Originally developed for the military
and police, this new type of rapid
reconnaissance camera is predicted to
displace current technology and has

multiple applications: from covert
operations and police reporting of crime
scenes to 3D laser documentation and
asset management for the engineering and
heritage sectors.
This is the Orst camera, says Tocher, to
have the power to process its images
internally, with no need for a computer to
complete post-production processing or
stitching. “Small, light and robust, iSTAR is
machined form solid aluminium and the
one-piece housing allows accurate
placement of the lenses and sensors in the
XYZ planes within a conOned space,
thereby helping to reduce parallax error.
The solid metal construction allows for
heat dissipation and provides extremely
robust and durable protection against
bumps, drops, dust, water and many other
harsh environmental in use factors.
Included in the housing is a power
supply, re-chargeable battery, control
electronics, an on-board processor, a
memory, and software for receiving signals
from the sensors and processing them
to provide an image. An ethernet
connection is also provided to allow
internet or remote access.

PRECISION ENGINEERING

iSTAR camera
at scene of
road accident.
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On the top surface of the camera is a
screen on which processed images can be
viewed – real time or stored. “We wanted
iSTAR to be the fastest system on the
market and portable, without the need for
a powerful desktop PC,” Tocher explains.

“So, by creating iSTAR with a Oxed focus,
Oxed resolution, Oxed FOV (Field Of View)
and Oxed accuracy, we engineered away
most of the common issues that faced
stitching software.
“To do this, we precision engineered the
optical arrangement to within 2 microns
accuracy between the four lenses and their
associated sensors. This precision allowed
the software stitching process to be
streamlined, and therefore much faster and
simpler. The stitching can run onboard the
iSTAR directly or on a simple tablet PC.”
iSTAR has four imaging means, each
arranged to capture a diNerent Oeld of
view, each Oeld of view being associated
with a separate light sensor, so that the
camera is operable to capture four
separate images, wherein each Oeld of view
is tilted to capture light from a zenith above
the camera. The four lenses are equally
positioned around a central axis, so that

Immersive imaging design

DYNAMIC
4-LENS ADVANTAGES

each contributes around at least
a quarter of the scene being imaged.
By providing four Oelds of view and
associated sensors/detectors, a 360 degree
image of a scene can be captured, he
states. “This can be achieved using simple,
robust, precision manufactured
components. iSTAR used 4 x 190 degree
lenses. Use of such extreme FOV lens is
not considered the best solution when
creating a panoramic system, as the lens
performance falls drastically as you reach
the limits of its FOV.
“However, to increase the number of
lenses in the camera system is not always
the best solution, due to the cost of the
lenses, additional sensors required for each
additional lens, the extra data to be
processed from each lens, the power
required to run the additional electronics,
and the drain on the battery life and heat to
dissipate as a result.”

The use of a four-lens arrangement in
iSTAR provides numerous advantages over
other lens arrangements. “For example,
using three lenses or fewer, as is most
commonly done in fixed lens cameras,
means that the same image is captured,
but at lower resolution and clarity,
because all of the circular image has to fall
on to the square/rectangular sensor. In
practice, this means only two thirds of
each sensor is in use,” he points out.
This equates to a loss of output
resolution of 10 megapixel when 3 x 10
megapixel sensors used, and a loss of 6.7
megapixel when 2 x 10 megapixel sensors
used. “Also, resolution is compromised.
Using five lenses or more allows for better
resolution, but the downside is power
consumption increases; battery life is
reduced; the camera has to be relatively
large physically; and the data rates
increase, which means more software
correction is required, resulting in slower
performance.”
The advantageous selection of four
lenses allows relatively high resolution
images to be captured, over a very wide
field of view, using a camera that is simple,
robust and very small. “Using the 4-lens
configuration allows iSTAR to capture at
10K, which is beyond today’s normal
resolutions,” he adds.
Panoramic cameras are designed, of
course, to provide a wide angle view of
a scene. “There are two basic types of
camera: a rotating head camera, which is
physically rotated to allow a panoramic
image to be captured, and a fixed lens
camera. Rotating head cameras provide a
three hundred and sixty degree field of
view, but they require a mechanical drive
to cause physical rotation of the camera.

“Consequently, rotating head cameras
tend to be large and relatively complex.
Fixed lens cameras rely on wide angle
lenses to capture images of a scene, which
are then stitched together. Fixed lens
cameras generally require complex optical
arrangements to ensure that a three
hundred and sixty degree field of view can
be captured.
“One example of a fixed lens
panoramic camera would be to use a
convex mirror for capturing light of the
surrounding panorama, an astigmatic lens
for correcting astigmatism, a camera
objective lens for converging light to a
single point, a field flattening lens for
converting polar format images into twodimensional planar images and an image
capture mechanism for capturing optimised
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system, we designed iSTAR not to have
any lens caps at all.”

MURDER TRIAL

two-dimensional annular images of the
surrounding panorama. A problem with
this camera is that it is bulky and the optics
are relatively complex, making it unsuitable
for many applications,” Tocher adds.

HUMAN ERROR

Prior to iSTAR, the standard panoramic
solution would be to use any digital
camera with any lens and take enough
images with enough overlap to stitch them
together to recreate the view within
software. “The obvious issues and
limitations of this approach is human error
when taking the images, the time taken
to capture the images, the knowledge of
how to work the camera settings,
understanding the stitch software and PC
processing power to perform the stitch,”
he states. “A powerful PC is normally used
when stitching, as the software has to
support a variety of lens types, camera
types, resolutions and multiple image sets.
“iSTAR was built to eradicate or
streamline these common issues where
possible, and was initially designed for
police and military use, hence aligning it
with the military term ‘Intelligence,
Surveillance, Target Acquisition and
Reconnaissance’. By being a fully
automatic system with on-board
computer, human error was mostly
eradicated.
“iSTAR will analyse the entire scene
and choose its own settings, based on the
light levels sampled in the environment.
Even the simple task of removing the lens
cap was considered an issue for the user,
so now that there are four lenses in the
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Last year, a Birmingham murder trial
became the first one in a Crown Court to
use panoramic 360 degree crime scene
photographs, employing iSTAR.
Warwickshire Police used the camera’s
‘street view’ style navigation to help
secure the conviction of a 38-year-old
man who murdered a partially sighted
pensioner, 91, in his Leamington Spa
home during a burglary.
The members of the jury convicted
Scott Melville of murder at Birmingham
Crown Court on 2 June and details of
how the camera allowed them to be part
of a virtual ‘walk through’ of the crime
scene have now emerged. Melville was
given a life sentence, with a minimum term
of 26 years.
Peter Grieves-Smith, principal crown
advocate of the Crown Prosecution
Service, who led the prosecution team at
the trial, states: “It was invaluable footage
from iSTAR that greatly assisted the jury in
understanding the layout of the property.
It will surely become the norm to use this
in the future in the prosecution of
complex and grave crime.”
The iSTAR camera is currently used by
the forensic collision investigators at
Warwickshire Police at the scene of
serious road accidents. It simply and
quickly takes 360° panoramic, very high
definition photographs, which are of
immeasurable help in capturing very
detailed images of the location in any sort

of light conditions. The investigators also
attend murder scenes to help CID by
producing a two-dimensional plan of the
location on paper, using a laser scanner.
But at the murder scene in Leamington
Spa, the iSTAR camera was also used to
take photographs in every room in the
house, as well as the street outside.
When the case came to trial at
Birmingham Crown Court, the judge,
together with the defence and prosecution
barristers, chose to use iSTAR’s
photographs, rather than the laser scanner
information. By viewing the iSTAR images
on screens in the courtroom, they
believed it was much easier for the
members of the jury to understand the
house's layout and contents by ‘walking’,
in a virtual fashion, through the house, as
if they were there in person.

IMMERSIVE TECHNOLOGY

“iSTAR effectively puts you at the heart of
an incident. You can view the location
using 360° images, as if you are standing in
the room and look around in any
direction,” says Tocher. “As a visual aid, it
immerses viewers in the scene and can
help refresh witnesses’ memories. It has
proven itself in this important case, and
paved the way for this type of technology
to be used for serious and critical
situations.
“I forecast a huge growth in the use of
360 degree technology for many markets,
from mobile mapping to mine surveys. We
are proud to have designed, developed
and manufactured iSTAR in the UK, as our
exceptionally high specifications were not
possible to meet overseas. iSTAR is
designed to provide images many times
higher resolution than HD, fast, and at the
push of a button. It’s ruggedised to
military specifications to withstand harsh
environments but is small, lightweight and
can be used hand-held or vehicle
mounted.”
In the engineering sector specifically, it
is possible to take measurements directly
from iSTAR images. This is extremely
useful for surveying and documenting
locations where measurements can be
taken and shared immersively with clients
who are remote to the site, yet immersed
in the scene – again, as if they were there
in person.
Further details are available at
www.nctechimaging.com.

Innovation fund

SPARK of GENIUS
A new £300,000 innovation fund and accelerator to discover and
propel UK talent in the ﬁeld of new physical product innovation
has been unveiled by the Design Council

T

he Design Council Spark
initiative, launched recently at
the Science Museum’s new
Information Age gallery, seeks to
energise UK product design and to develop
revolutionary products that solve problems
that people face in their everyday lives,
building on the UK’s rich heritage as a

nation of renowned designers. The fund is
open to submissions from anyone with a
brilliant product idea, who can work and
wishes to develop their product in the UK.
The Design Council Spark investment
panel will select a shortlist of 10 products
from all submissions, each to receive an
initial £15,000 investment. Those selected

will join a 20-week programme of
mentoring and support, with access to a
network of peers and experts in
manufacturing, prototyping, user testing,
business, investment, and finance and
retail. All teams will pitch at the end of the
programme for the chance to receive one
of three further £50,000 investments.
The move is backed by leading British
designers, including Jane Ní Dhulchaointigh,
developer of the innovative new consumer
silicone glue sugru; Duncan Fitzsimons,
creator of the world’s first fold-up wheel;
and wind-up radio inventor Trevor Baylis.
“I’m supporting the Design Council’s
new innovation fund, because I believe in
the transformative power of good design,”
says entrepreneur Dhulchaointigh.
“A new product or service which
responds to everyday life in an imaginative
way makes life easier and, even more
importantly, it helps us live richer and
more enjoyable lives.”
Mat Hunter, chief design officer of the
Design Council, adds: “The Design Council
is committed to developing and maintaining
the UK’s global reputation for high quality
product design.
“Good design changes people’s lives for
the better, it boosts the country’s
economy and it enables the UK to
compete on the global stage in the 21st
Century. We want to ensure that our best,
most innovative designers have the money,
resources and networks they need to
succeed. Design Council Spark will support
product designers with targeted advice and
support, an injection of funds to get
started and connections to other people at
the same stage of product development –
which cannot be underestimated.”
Design Council Spark is a not-for-profit
initiative, in which a proportion of
revenues from future sales will be used to
replenish the fund, which will continue to
support new product innovation.

Mat Hunter: the Design Council is committed to
developing and maintaining the UK’s reputation for
high quality product design.
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Power transmission

ALL GEARED UP!
Rolls-Royce is intent on ﬁnding the eﬃcient engines of tomorrow – and explains why it
it is only now beginning to develop a geared turbofan. Justin Cunningham reports

T

he gas turbine has been the
staple combustion engine for
large aircraft since the 1950s.
That’s unlikely to change any
time soon. However, advances in materials
have enabled step change improvements in
reliability, with other factors, such as the
more precise control of the combustion
process, oﬀering further enhancement.
At the same time, the current
engine architecture used by the
major engine manufacturers is
reaching its limit, as bypass
ratios are pushed higher, and
the consequential diameter
of the fan becomes larger –
and one primary limiting
factor comes in to play.
Larger fan blades mean the
tip speed of the blades
begin to create shockwaves
as they near the speed of
sound,. massively
hindering
eﬃciency.
The result
of all this is that
having larger diameter
engines, and longer fan blades,
will require the overall fan
speed – so the speed of
rotation – to be slower than the
shaft speed of the engine
transferring the mechanical power.
Consensus is narrowing in the
aircraft industry that engines need to,
and will get, larger – and that means a
fundamental requirement for the
integration of some kind of reduction
gearbox between the main shaft of the
engine and the fan.
The concept is to allow the main core of
the engine to rotate as normal and at its
most eﬃcient, with the fan rotating more
slowly and therefore at its most eﬃcient.
US engine manufacturer Pratt and
Whitney has been developing a geared
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turbofan, due to enter service next year.
Its planetary gear has been 20 years in the
making and will transmit some 25MW of
power at over 99% eﬃciency.
While Roll-Royce has been able to push
the fan diameter of Trent XWB, which has
an impressive bypass ratio of 9.3:1 and fan
diameter of 3m, it is reaching its viable limit.

It’s inevitable that developing the 1525% more fuel-eﬃcient engines the civil
aircraft industry is demanding, without
dramatically aﬀecting the speed that aircraft
can ﬂy, will necessitate the need for the
inclusion of a gear.
Professor Ric Parker, director of
research and technology at Rolls Royce,
says: “Our basic engine architecture is quite

diﬀerent to Pratt and Whitney’s. They have
got a 2-shaft engine and we have got a 3shaft, so the tipping point in terms of fan
size and weight, where it gets so big and
heavy that we need to put a gearbox in
there, is quite diﬀerent.”
It does appear that Pratt and Whitney
has stolen a march on other aircraft engine
manufacturers. However, its inherent
2-shaft architecture has meant that its
tipping point came perhaps a decade
or more earlier than the 3-shaft
architecture used by Rolls-Royce.
“Our ﬁrst gear application is going
to be right at the top end of the
thrust range,” states Parker.

“Whereas Pratt and Whitney has a gearbox
that transmits about 25MW, we are talking
about a 50MW gearbox. So even when we
achieve 99% eﬃciency in that gear, we have
got to ﬁnd somewhere for that 500kW to
go. That will probably be lost as heat in the
oil system, but that is still a lot of heat
for the oil. So we have to be sure we
are going to get a very eﬃcient
gearbox, more than 99%.”
While Pratt and Whitney has taken
20 years to develop a gear, Rolls plans to
have a geared turbofan flying by 2025 in
what is being called its UltraFan, which will
house numerous advanced components
and technologies, and yield the 25% fuel
efficiency improvement over its existing
baseline engine model, the Trent 700.
This article is reprinted courtesy of Eureka
magazine.

What’s happening

Shooting high

Wally Schirra, with
the Hasselblad
camera

The ﬁrst Hasselblad camera body and Zeiss lens, carried into orbit
by Wally Schirra on the Mercury-Atlas 8 space mission and attested
to by fellow astronaut Gordon Cooper as being used during
Mercury-Atlas 9, has been sold at auction in the US for $275,000.
Schirra, who identiﬁed the Hasselblad as his equipment of choice
– and held in the highest regard by photographers for its superior
engineering, craftsmanship and top-of-the-line quality – reportedly
purchased the Hasselblad 500c camera at
a Houston photo supply shop in 1962 and
brought it back to NASA for mission-use
preparation.
The modiﬁcations that were made by
the United States Air Force camera
laboratory, in conjunction with Schirra,
and Cooper included the installation of a
100-exposure ﬁlm container, an aiming
device mounted on the side and
modiﬁcation of the camera surface, plus
the original metal facing was repainted
black to minimise reﬂection.

Miliband vows to boost number of female engineers
Thousands of female engineers will be trained up as part
of a national mission to get Britain building again, Labour
leader Ed Miliband has announced.
Writing on Facebook, he said that Britain's lack of
female engineers should be a "matter of national
embarrassment", as he called for an extra 400,000 people
to be trained in the profession by the end of the decade.
"In 2013, only 14% of engineering graduates were
women,” he pointed out. “And only 4% of professionally
registered engineers are female. The next Labour

government will seek to put the UK back at the forefront
of invention, technology and engineering with a national
mission to create an extra 400,000 engineers by 2020. We
are determined to make it happen. And we have a plan to
make it happen.
"If we are going to win the race to the top in the 21st
century, we have to re-establish our historic reputation as
a world leader in technology and manufacturing," he wrote.
"We need to equip our businesses with the skills they need
to succeed.”

The robot revolution gathers pace
From humanoid entertainment devices to robotic cleaning machines,
robots promise to revolutionise the way consumers interact with the
world, and monitor their health and environment. To illustrate how
great an inﬂuence they now exert, the Consumer Electronics
Association (CEA) states that robotics exhibits at its 2015
International CES exhibition grew 25% from the 2014 CES.
The Robotics Marketplace, presented by Robotics Trends,
featured a wide range of innovative companies, all of whom were
showcasing the full range of intelligent, autonomous machines that
are connected to the cloud, controllable by mobile device, and
capable of seeing, hearing, feeling and reacting to the environment in
ways once thought impossible.
“Robots are changing the way consumers learn, do business,
monitor their health and maintain their households, as they are
capable of doing things that humans can’t, or simply don’t want to,
do,” said Karen Chupka, senior vice president, International CES and
corporate business strategy.
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SCHOOLS FIT FOR TEACHING
Nick Rowan IEng MIED o5ers some insights into his role as an acoustic
engineer at Accordial Manufacturing

I work for Accordial Manufacturing Ltd,
the UK’s largest manufacturer and supplier
of acoustic movable partition walls. As
part of my role, I have helped establish the
acoustics department. Accordial’s current
product range focuses on sound insulation
– products that reduce the sound transfer
between rooms. We identiﬁed that
complimentary sound absorption products
could be manufactured and installed to
help diversify the business, and enter into
a new and expanding marketplace. Part of
my role as the product development
engineer has been to investigate and
develop these products.
Recent legislation has highlighted how
important the acoustic environment is
within classrooms and how much it can
aﬀect a pupil’s concentration. It has long
been accepted that noise ingress can aﬀect

reverberation time (RT), a measurement
of how reverberant (echoey and/or live)
a space is. The more reverberant a room
is, the more sound bounces around. This
makes it harder for the listener to identity
and focus on the initial sound and ﬁlter out
the echoes. Classically, it was thought that
the disruptive pupils sit at the back of the
classroom, however recently the question
has been proposed:

‘Do disruptive pupils sit at the
back of classrooms or does
sitting at the back of a
classroom make you disruptive?’
Sitting at the rear of the classroom, you
are nearest to the rear wall, the primary
reﬂective surface for the teacher’s voice.
The resulting rapid echo can obscure the

Recent installation of acoustic boards at St Hugh's College, Oxford.
the functionality of the space within. This
can be seen in the design of most homes
where occasional use rooms (like the
kitchen, bathroom or toilet) are located at
the front of the property, near the road,
whereas private spaces (like bedrooms
and living rooms) are located towards the
rear.
However, it has only recently been
recognised that the acoustic environment
within a room has an equally large impact.
This is measured by the room’s
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initial noise signal (the teacher talking), and
makes it diﬃcult to identify what has been
said. As the pupil is having to concentrate
harder, their attention span is reduced.
Ideally, the acoustic environment
should be uniform throughout the entire
classroom, so that all pupils have an equal
opportunity to learn. This can be achieved
by reducing the reverberation time within
the room by diﬀusing and absorbing
sound. As acousticians, we are able to
oﬀer a unique service to our clients.

Absorptive materials in the dining area at
St Hugh's College, Oxford.
Traditionally, the order process for
absorptive products is convoluted and has
to be managed by the site’s main
contractor.
Our diverse capabilities within
Accordial allow us to manage this process
for the main contractor, conducting both
the initial site speciﬁcation testing and the
completion testing, as well as supplying the
products and installing them. This new
revenue stream has allowed us to invest in
a new CNC machine to help meet the
demand of this expanding department.
At St Hugh’s College, Oxford
University, we had installed absorptive
products and partition walls in the
classrooms to provide ﬂexible learning
environments, as well as ﬁtted products in
the main foyer to reduce the noise created
by the students transferring between
lectures.
The development of these new
products has gone from theoretical
investigations into diﬀerent materials, to
independent external testing at both
British Gypsum and Salford University for
product class certiﬁcation and has
ultimately ended up in producing a new
department within the Accordial group of
companies which is providing a growing
revenue stream for the business.

Next GYM Event
‘Designing Against Vehicle Borne
Terrorist Threats’, London,
12/02/2015.
Full details on IED website.

GYM News

Spotlight on GYM
As part of our series of short interviews with IED Graduate and Young
Members on how they got where they are now, we focus on Nick Rowan
IEng MIED, acoustic engineer at Accordial Manufacturing
Why Engineering?

In 6th form, a career in engineering was not
my initial plan. I had looked into and
achieved the grades to study medicine at
university. However, in all my free periods, I
was in the technical department, building
guitars, a hobby I still enjoy today. One day,
my tutor approached me and asked why I
was not going to study engineering at
university. I obviously had a passion for it. I
investigated design and engineering at
university and my eyes were opened to an

entirely diﬀerent career path. Since that
decision, I have never looked back: the
more I explore engineering disciplines, the
more interested and inspired I become.

Favourite project

My favourite industrial project I have
worked on has been the ﬁt-out of 1
Embankment Place for
PricewaterhouseCoopers. Accordial
Manufacturing provided partition walls on
most ﬂoors, including the ninth ﬂoor dining
area. In total, there are four partitions in this
room, all ﬁnished in a walnut veneer. This
allows for maximum ﬂexibility when
entertaining clients, with great views of the
capital.
My favourite personal project is my Gibsonstyle double cut-away Les Paul. I built this
guitar last year, drawing from my previous
experience, and it has become my ‘go to’
guitar when I wish to play. It has a carved
ﬂamed maple top, with a mahogany back
and maple neck, and was ﬁnished in a
cherry sunburst.

Why the IED?
Gibson-style double cut-away Les Paul:
designed and built by Nick Rowan.

Design to me is a collaborative process and
joining a professional engineering institution

Nick Rowan: real passion for
engineering.
meant I could collaborate with a wide range
of professionals with far more experience.
In my opinion, there is no substitute for
experience, and having the opportunity to
meet so many individuals with such varying
backgrounds further exposes me to new
disciplines and best practices.

Next steps

I am developing three bespoke systems, in
partnership with Berkeley Homes, for their
upcoming developments in London. With
house prices rising again in the capital, the
need for ﬂexible space is paramount. This
on-going project provides an exciting
opportunity to reﬁne our current products
for the residential marketplace and oﬀer
solutions that add value to Berkeley’s
properties. I am also putting together my
application to become a Chartered Engineer.

GYM – nine months in
It is nearly nine months since a group of volunteers sat down at
Courtleigh and agreed to get more involved in the IED. We have since
been welcomed with open arms by all parts of the IED and recently
attended the Engineering Design Show, hosting a workshop for
professional registration and membership for interested graduates
and students.
Always keen to increase involvement and engagement in the IED,
GYM has been invited to observe the last Council meeting, was involved
in the assessment and award of the ﬁrst CTPD accreditations, and had
direct input into the potential journal redesign.
With all this activity, we are always on the lookout for enthusiastic
volunteers wishing to make a diﬀerence in the Institution. This can be
anything from running the group as Chairperson to simply writing an
article as a graduate or young member for these pages. As always, if
you’d like to get involved, please get in touch at gym@ied.org.uk.
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History in the making
The IED is now authorised to award Chartered Status to product designers. The ﬁrst two registrants
to be granted Chartership are revealed below

Caroline Simcock, holding the Dyson Digital Motor V4, designed to
enable the latest AirBlade product range.
18 October and 19 November 2014 were momentous dates in the
history of the IED. The former is the date when Her Majesty’s Privy
Council formally granted permission for the Institution to award
Chartered Status to product designers. The latter (just six weeks later)
is the date when the ﬁrst two ever Chartered Technological Product
Designers were registered and formally conferred with the title CTPD.
CTPD is a unique Chartership speciﬁcally for those who work in
Product Design. The IED has, for over 30 years, welcomed product
designers into membership, working with universities around the world
to develop courses for product designers, and provided support,
development and professional membership for the graduates from
those courses.
We are delighted we are now able to oﬀer those professional
designers a Chartership that is on a par with the long-standing
Chartered Engineer status enjoyed by so many of our members.
The ﬁrst two CTPD registrants are Caroline Simcock, global
compliance and approvals manager at Dyson, and Lyndon Buck,

principal lecturer – product design, at Buckinghamshire New
University. Caroline and Lyndon have completed and submitted an
application for registration, including details of their education,
competencies, work experience and training. These submissions were
examined by the Membership Committee against the set of
competencies as approved by the Privy Council and both deemed as
having met the requirements to become Chartered.
“It was a real honour to be one of the ﬁrst asked to apply for the
new Charter,” says Dr Caroline Simcock CEng CTPD FIED. “The
competences were very much as I anticipated, aligned with CEng
expectations, with an increased emphasis on design.
“The process was very straightforward: an uncomplicated form and
free rein to compile a professional review in the format preferred by
the candidate. As with all these processes, the most diﬃcult part is
making a start on your report!
“Following Memco review, I was thrilled to hear that I was one of
the ﬁrst ever Chartered Technological Product Designers. I look
forward to discussing the new Chartership with others in the design
community and fully expect that CTPD will very much become a core
oﬀering from the IED in the future!”
Dr Lyndon Buck CEng CTPD MIED comments: “I feel immensely
proud and honoured to have been given the opportunity to become
one of the ﬁrst ever Chartered Technological Product Designers
through the IED. My long-term hope is that CTPD will encourage
many more potential students to consider product design as a
profession and for more
product design graduates to
engage in formal CPD, a range
of relevant professional
practice and further study to
enable them to fulﬁl the CTPD
requirements. I would like to
see it encouraging more
designers to consider
membership of a professional
body and to feel that they can
contribute to the development
of their profession. I would
also welcome some formal
recognition for Chartered
Designers within the industry,
in the same way as in
The Quatreau tap, Pure H2O
engineering and other
Co Ltd/Lyndon Buck.
professions.”

Do you work in Product Design? Do you think you might be eligible to be Chartered? The process for achieving CTPD
status is open for an exclusive six-month period for existing IED members only, from January 2015. To ﬁnd out more,
email sue@ied.org.uk. Visit the IED website for a list of competencies.
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Elections & Registrations
IntPE
Mohammed Mansoor

Abu Dhabi

Transfer to Member
John Henry Cawood

Oman

Election to Member
Abdallah Mohammed Al Shakah
Anup Varghese Cherian
Matthew John Hartley
Robert Stanislaw Pipien
Ahmad Ali Tabatabai

Doha
Doha
Cardiﬀ
Cheltenham
London

Election as a Registered CAD
Practitioner
Graeme Mack
Prestonpans
Election to Graduate
Liam Mcaleer

Penarth

Transfer to Graduate
Jamie Fairclough
London
Jamie Hannan
Pallaskenry, Co Limerick
David James Hill
Chippenham
Andrew Leslie
Rhu
Shona Anne Stewart
Bathgate
Andrew Thomson
Glenrothes
Election to Student
Dilan Bonello
Joseph James Walsh

Malta
Stirling

Election to Student from Brighton
University
Liz Corcoran
Seaford
Sam Hinkinson
Brighton
Arun Joshi
Brighton
Stephen Missah
Reading
Jake Young
Dorchester
Election to Student from Brunel
University
Helen Adams
Uxbridge
Joshua Addyman
Taunton
Muhammad Adwani
Jakarta Timur
Mohamed Al-Ani
Richmond
Sam Amos
Chatham
Pong Ao
London
Coralita Arnold
Gilet
Ashwin Bali
Southampton
Matthew Ball
Brighton

Lauren Bell
Tristan Benﬁeld
Faith Bennett
Igor Bielat
Sophie Bowers
Oliver Brown
Sasha Bruml
George Alan Bryant
Thomas Bryant
Ruby Hardy Bullen
Luke Cooper
Armin Dedi
Ryan Dove
Jack Fenerty
Matthew Flint
Anna Forrester
Matthew Freeman
David Green
Samuel Gutheridge
Fergus Hannant
Charles Hobden
Maisie Hoile
Benjamin Hooper
George Hopkins
Jahan Hussain
Rheza Ismansyah
Luke Iwaszko
Arjun Jittla
Philip Jobling
Katarine Jorgensen
Adam Kennett
Jahanzeb Khan
Abd-Ur-Rahman Khan
Geumjee Kim
Joshua King
Brady King
Aimee-Elisabeth Kyﬃn
Jack Lawrence
Paul Ledron
Torin Lee
Jinghua Li
Yan Hong Lim
Daniel Lukes
Maise MacDonald
Lucy Maguire
Minisha Mahay
Thavish Matthias
Hayleigh Mcaleese
Emma McBride

Swansea
Oxford
Wallington
Northwood
Clacton-on-Sea
Ely
Lymington
Sevenoaks
Buckhurst Hill
Basingstoke
Bracknell
London
Barnet
Southampton
London
Woking
Crowthorne
Redditch
Carharrack, Redruth
Leatherhead
Hailsham
Leigh-on-Sea
Loughborough
Milton Keynes
Guildford
Tangerang, Selatan
Marlow
Ilford
Newcastle upon Tyne
Leidschendam
Epson
Morden
Slough
Nowon-gu, Seoul
Woking
Tonbridge
Newcastle upon Tyne
Leigh-on-Sea
Dusseldorf
London
China
Singapore
South Croydon
Manning Tree
Hebden Bridge
Wolverhampton
Stanford-le-Hope
Poulton-le-Fylde
Harrow

Noel McLeavy
Kieran McNally
Dousan Miao
Theresa Oginni
Edward Parkhouse
Oliver Partridge
Yaagni Patel
Ravibai Patel
Nicholas Penisto
Cameron Pollock
Anil PuriI
Avasarala Singh Rao
Raghav Ravi
Jonathan Reader
Ayman Rehman
Stefan Rijnbeek
Nadine Rutt
Kiran Sagar
Linden Sandhu
Ask Serck-Hansen
Emma Simonsen
Sophie Skinner
Judy Smith
Charlie Smith
Alexander Smith
Kieran Spruce
Amirraj Sundararajah
Harry Sutcliﬀe
Spencer Suttie
Adam Sykes
Laura Symonds
George Symonds
Faisal Tayan
Reece Taylor
James Thair
Rhys Perkins Thompson
Abdul El Tobgy
Joseph Stocker
Emily Tomassi
ElyshaTonge
Francesco Verderosa
Nathan Walsh
Thomas Walters
Felix Wells
Matthew Whitby
Swyn Williams
Georgia Williams
Mara Yung

Hornchurch
Norwich
Sai Kung Kln
Barking
Cambridge
Bristol
Barnet
Woodford Green
Dalton-in-Furness
Hampton
Hayes
Sharjah
Ashford
High Wycome
Bury
Peacehaven
Herne Bay
High Wycombe
York
Wien
Melksham
Retford
Rickmansworth
Rugby
Bracknell
Swaﬀham
Crawley
Malmesbury
Rye
Blandford Forum
West Wickham
Weston-super-Mare
Cheadle
Oxford
London
London
London
Wotton-under-Edge
Rome
London
Italy
Stevenage
West Byﬂeet
Northiam, Rye
Croydon
Llanrwst
Macclesﬁeld
Hengoed
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Elections & Registrations continued
Election to Student from De
Montfort University
Nicolas Allen
Leicester
Katrina Bacon
Doncaster
Edward Baker
Leicester
Oliver Cooper
Hailsham
Graham Edwards
Reading
Emily Hancock
Leicester
Arran McDouggal
Leicester
Leicester
Radhika Mongia
Laura Saunders
Leicester
David Szilagyi
Leicester
Ashley Tunley
Leicester
Election to Student from Middlesex
University
Athina Rodrigues Andrade
Pernambuco
Ozgecan Aydin
Waltham Cross
Ovidiu Badea
London
Felipe Garcia Bottrel
Belo Horizonte
Carla Sampaio Colares
Fortaleza
Dafne Rejo da Silva Melo
Rio De Janeiro
Jessica Casagrande da Silva
Castelo - Es
Mohamed H. Darr
London
Adriano Jose De Souza Filho
Pernambuco
Maria De Almeida Fernandes Van D
Cascais
Delshaharan Christy Dhayaparan
Mitcham
Hoorakhsh Foroodi
London
Virginia Landucci Garbin
Sao Paulo
Sufyan Hasan
Ilford
James Dean
Birmingham
Ana Maria Copetti Maccagnan
RS??????
Juliana Dill Mello Martins
Porto Alegre
Brigite Vanessa Duarte Nabais
London
Thais Sinzato do Nascimento
Sao Paulo
Lucas Hiro Oshiro
Minas Gerais
Evelin Petry
Cascavel
Eduardo Babo Correia Pinto
Rio De Janeiro

Ariadne Helen Quintino
Adam Reterski
James Riches
Dominique Pedrini Rockert
Pedro Ribeiro Rodrigues
lutfur Rahman Rumal
Vanusa Tissott Schorn
Isadora Maria Dantas Silva
Carla Karine Tanaka
Thiago Silva Viana
Gustavo Frisoli Vieira
Kyren Whymes
Imran Williams-Sylvanus
Adeel Zubair

Parana
Miloszyce
Chelmsford
Rio De Janeiro
Rio De Janeiro
London
Rio Grande do Sul
Fortaleza
São José dos Campos
Pedro Leopoldo
Curitiba/Paraná
Mitcham
London
London

Election to Student from New
Buckinghamshire University
Fola Jimi Adeyinka
High Wycombe
Sandpret Bachu
Maidenhead
Emily Blake
Tonbridge
Warwick Bray-Nicholas
Christchurch
Grant Cann
Bexleyheath
Rafael Mota Barreto Da Silva
High Wycombe
Rebecca Davis
Beckenham
Paul Frederick Dobson
Newbury
Kim Leslye Donaldson
Newbury
Lydia Feasey
Wantage
Jordan Fletcher
Oxford
Grant Cameron Forsyth
Burnham
Francis Twum-Barimah
High Wycombe
Ergys Gaxha
London
Margaret Alison Harris
Gillingham
Cristian Lascano
Camberwell
Menglli Liu
Chesham
Farris Azmi Masad
Milton Keynes
Ben Mattin
Abingdon
George William Miles
Abingdon
Amardeep Panesar
High Wycombe

Ashian Rai
Rahim Razaq
Matthew William Sharman
Dexter West
Election to Student from
Portsmouth University
Harley Beland-Tyce
Edward Clapham
Antoinette Gallardo
Simon Gary Humphrey
Fiona Jane Keeler
Joyston Wadnill Moreira
James Spriggs
Blake Anthony Stubbs
Andrea Taggery
Aiden John Wareham

Sandhurst
Walsall
Enﬁeld
Chalgrove

West Wickham
Sandhurst
Southsea
Portsmouth
Southsea
Portsmouth
Hayling Island
Swadlincote
Fareham
Southampton

Chartered Technological Product
Designer
Lyndon Buck
London
Caroline Simcock
Bristol
ENGINEERING COUNCIL
REGISTRATION
Chartered Engineer
Abdallah Mohammed Al Shakah
Samuel Edumadzie Appafram
Anup Varghese Cherian
Matthew John Hartley
Stephen Sing Yin Lau
Jose David Anthony Solera
Ahmad Ali Tabatai

Doha, Qatar
London
Doha
Cardiﬀ
London
Swindon
London

Incorporated Engineer
John Henry Cawood

Sohar, Oman

Chartered Environmentalist
Nicholas Birt
Helensville, New Zealand

Certiﬁcate of membership:
a memorable moment
Mr James Lovesey EngTech MIED,
receiving his IED certiﬁcate of
membership from Mr Lewis
Crowley, director of engineering
at CB&I.
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Institution of Engineering Designers

Write for your Journal

Engineering Designer needs good articles on matters
important to design. Why not write one? You will receive
help from the editorial team, should you need it.
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If you want to try your hand at writing a feature for
Engineering Designer, please submit an abstract (around
200 words), explaining what your feature is about, with
intended word count. (Features can be between 1,000
and 1,800 words.) It will then be forwarded to the IED
editorial committee for consideration.
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Who are we?

“For any design engineer hoping to
pursue a career in industry,
membership and registration shows
commitment to continuing
professional development and
promoting good practice in those
with whom we interact on a daily
basis. The IED provides a natural
home for those whose roles
encompass a diverse range of skills.”
BH, Chartered Engineer

The IED – who are we?
This journal is produced by the IED for our Members and
for those who have an interest in engineering and product
design, as well as CAD users.The IED, established in 1945,
incorporated by Royal Charter in 2012, is a licensed body
of both the Engineering Council and Society for the
Environment and we register our suitably qualified
Members as Chartered Environmentalists (CEnv),
Chartered Engineers (CEng), Incorporated Engineers
(IEng) or Engineering Technicians (EngTech). We also offer
professional recognition to Product Designers, CAD
Technicians and those who teach and lecture in design
or CAD.
We represent our Members’ interests at the highest levels
and raise awareness of the professional standards of our
Members, whilst providing a resource and information
service, and a friendly and approachable route to
assessment and registration.

www.ied.org.uk

How do you join?
We have made the application
applicationsprocess
processasassimple
simpleasaswe
wecan.
can.
To maintain the high standards of membership, we need all
prospective
prosprectivemembers
membersto:
to:
■
■Complete
Completean
anapplication
applicationform
form
■Write
Writeaaprofessional
professionalreview
reviewreport
report,detailing
detailingwhat
whatyou
youdo
do
in your role in design. All applicants are assessed by a
aCommittee
Committeeofofmembers
Membersand
andviaviaananinterview.
interview.
If you are a designer who would like to gain formal
professional recognition, or work in an organisation which
employs designers,
designers and
and would
would like
like to
to have
have your
your employees
employees
gain memebershio
membership and
andprofessional
professionalrecognition,
recognition,contact
contact Sue
at the
Sue
at IED
the IED
on 01373
on 01373
822801
822801
or send
or send
an email
an email
to: to:
sue@ied.org to discuss
sue@ied.org.uk
to discuss
youyour
nextnext
step.step.

Why become a member of the IED?
Membership of any professional body gives you
professional recognition and status, and an acknowledged
code of conduct to work to. Membership of the IED gives
you the added credibility of being acknowledged for the
role you play in Design and Innovation, and helps to
develop your skills and knowledge in these areas.
As well as registration with the Engineering Council,
membership of the IED gives you the opportunity to meet
with other designers and discuss issues particular to your
field of expertise or interest. Many of our Members prefer
to communicate primarily through the discussion forums
on our website, as this lends itself to the busy work
schedules – however, we also run seminars, meetings and
events where Members can carry out CPD and meet up.
The IED is the only Institution that represents designers in
all Engineering and Product Design fields, plus those who
teach these skills.

